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Scratch is an online learning platform developed by Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT Media Labs. Scratch helps young and inexperienced students to develop programming skills and think creatively. With Scratch, one can program interactive stories, games, and animation. It also provides a collaborative platform through which users can share their own code and also see other people's work. It has often been observed that some users' get demotivated easily because either they are unsure of where to go further after they have started or because the programming exercises are not up to their individual expectations. Thus, the concern arises of how do we keep users motivated on Scratch and improve the user experience. An effective solution is to recommend users with projects from other users according to their level of knowledge and previous experience. This intuitively is known as Recommender Systems (RSs), a system that recommends users with contents based upon their previous activities. Recommender system in an educational environment is proven to be significantly beneficial. We analyse the data made available by Scratch community and try to suggest an effective recommendation method. We explore the traditional recommendation techniques such as content-based filtering and collaborative filtering methods on dataset and compare the recommendation results. We explore the different methods for finding the recommendations from the dataset and the weighted average and multiple linear regression to evaluate the predictions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the development of technology more and more focus is shifting on teaching kids the concepts of programming. Online learning is becoming an important part of our modern world. Development of Creative thinking is one of the fundamentals of early education. While kids usually get excited about learning new things, they lose interest pretty quickly. As difficult and challenging as the subject of programming can be, keeping the audience interested is even more so. Scratch by LLK group at MIT media labs is one such platform that aims at developing programming skills in kids while also keeping them interested. Scratch is not only aimed at developing programming skills but also enabling creative thinking and collaboration skills in children [1].

Scratch is a graphical programming environment that enables the user to create rich interactive projects including various media [2]. We can see various examples where users have developed a comprehensive range of programs like animations, storylines, games, music videos, online games, science projects, and sensor-driven projects (Figure 1.1).
The Scratch platform lets users import various media elements like sounds and images into a project or even create internally using the inbuilt editor. These objects (called Spirits) can be made to interact with each other via programming. Programming is done using Lego-like blocks that snap together to form a logical command. These projects can then be saved on the computer or can be shared online on the scratch website.

A key objective of Scratch is to help self-coordinated learning through tinkering and joint effort with companions [2]. Commonly users learn Scratch as they go along exploring, trying and attempting commands from the command palette or investigating code from existing undertakings. To encourage such self-directed learning, the Scratch programming environment was designed to encourage scripting, give prompt feedback to content execution, and make information obvious [2]. When a project is shared online on the scratch website, it can be seen by other peers/users. Users can comment on the project to give feedback, give a like to the project or add the project to their favourite. Peers can also use the existing project and build upon the top of it. This is known as remixing. Scratch encourages users to explore the work by other users and collaborate to build on it. At the beginning some Scratchers (Scratch users) complained about the projects remix, claiming that others were stealing their work [3]. This led to a
discussion on the website forum about the idea of sharing in an open-source community. Scratches goal is to make the users feel proud when their projects are remixed. Scratch consistently adds new features to the website to support this attitude. Whenever a project or task is remixed scratch adds a link to the project where it originally came from, this gives the original author full credit. Also the website's landing page features top-remixed projects.

We have seen some quite interesting use cases of scratch. One particular is of the users forming online companies. LLk observed that some of the online users have started their own “company” with the help of Scratch. A girl of 15 years of age from a town in England who goes by the alias BeeBop, set up a project with animations and sounds sprites and encourage users to use them in their own project or give an individual order on request for a custom build sprite. She was starting up the no-fee consulting company. Later, a girl with alias MusicalMoon, who was also from the UK, really liked the project by BeeBop and inquired if she would be interested in making a custom background for her own personal project. That is how Mesh Inc. started a self-declared mini-company which provided remarkable games in Scratch. After some time the company was joined by a boy from US of 14, who said he could help with debugging since he was good at Scratch programming [3].

Scratch is also being used in formal learning environments at universities to introduce high-school students and children to coding concepts. Studies have shown that visual programming languages have a notable influence on the understanding of computer programming concepts [4]. Some of the well-known visual programming languages like Alice [5], RAPTOR [6] and Etoys [7] have been utilised by various educational establishments. Scratch is one of the most popular and well-known visual programming language today [8],[2]. Although originally designed for kids, it was accepted for introductory programming lessons by a few higher education organisations [9].

1.1 Motivation

One of the main objectives of Scratch is to encourage collaboration amongst peers [2]. This is done by sharing the projects online with the community, getting feedback, tinkering with and mixing others work with their own ideas. If a user likes the project
scratch provides options to FAVOURITE, LOVE or REMIX it. Users can also leave comments on the project. Users can add other users (for example the author of the project they like) as friends i.e. follow them. Note that ”Love” and ”Like” are used interchangeably in context on Scratch.

The development of Scratch is always tightly associated with the development of Scratch online website [10]. For Scratch to be successful, it must be connected to a community which supports collaboration and feedback from one another and improving on others work [11]. Hence Scratch is inherently built with the idea of ”Sharing” with the community. Scratch gives a ”Share” option on the project page. Once the project is shared on the website anyone can run it, tinker with it, comment on it and vote using the Love button.

Following the launch of Scratch, within just 27 months users have shared more than 500,000 projects on the community website [3]. For many Scratch users, the concept of sharing their work with others and getting feedback and advice from peers is the source of strong encouragement. The huge amount of work that is shared on Scratch serves as a library of resources for exploring new ideas and learning new techniques in programming for other users.

Scratch website also serves as a platform for collaboration. Scratchers continuously build and adapt ideas from one another’s projects. Around 15% of the total projects shared on scratch are remixed projects meaning they were built upon some other project that some other scratcher has previously shared [3]. For instance there are a number of different versions of Tetris, where different scratchers have added new functionality and features to the game to try and improve the experience. Similarly many doll based projects that exists on Scratch are adaptions from some original project [3].

There exist various different ways in which projects shared are discovered by other users. On the main home page are the sections like Featured Projects, Featured Studios, Projects Curated by, Scratch Design Studios, What the Community is Remixing, What the Community is Loving, this sections feature projects that are either hand-picked by curators, or are most trending projects in the community or the projects that are getting most attention(likes, favourites, remixes etc).

However, when it comes to personalised recommendation there is no option which looks at what is the user’s interest or is based on users activities. Like in any online platform, self-directed learning plays an important part in Scratch. For enabling suit-
able self-directed learning it is important to guide the user through proper steps and resources[12]. By recommending projects based on users development and interest we can better enable user with a self-directed learning attitude.

Thus, this study focuses on developing an effective recommendation method for Scratch which would recommend users with the projects based on their preference and activities i.e. a personalised recommendation.

1.2 Research Objective

With the research goal in mind for Studying recommender system in the Scratch platform, this dissertation aims at achieving following objectives.

This dissertation focuses on the various content filtering techniques primarily collaborative and content-based methods. We will study and apply some of these collaborative techniques on the Scratch data. The dataset that is made publicly available by the LLK Scratch team will be used for analysis and model building. We will try to fit an item-item collaborative model on the project datasets and compare the recommendation outputs using standard metrics. We will also demonstrate how a recommendation would work on a scratch website by building a JS client/server model. Finally, we will discuss the risks and limitations of the proposed recommendations method.

1.3 Research Challenges

- Filter the huge dataset available for finding relevant and useful information.
- Find the best collaborative filtering algorithm that fits the available dataset.
- Finding the best metrics for evaluating the generated recommendations for quality and usefulness.

1.4 Dissertation Overview

Recommender systems are all around us, from the product recommendation you get in Amazon to Spotify generating a customised playlists. This dissertation discusses the
Collaborative filtering technique which is amongst one of the most common ways in recommender system research for calculating the predictions of items for a given user. There are many different techniques in collaborative filtering which can be applied depending on the requirements and the data. For predicting the Scratch projects a user might find interesting in Scratch, item-item collaborative filtering techniques are best suited. In item-item collaborative filtering, we first calculate the closeness of the project to other projects from our dataset and then check what projects from this list the user is most likely to like. This is done by looking at the past activities of the user.

The data is provided by the Scratch community website. It contains details of users, projects and the project contents that have been shared on the website. The data is collected over a period of 5 years from 2007 to 2012. The data is then filtered to search for the attributes that will be useful in our task for building a recommender system. We find that the most useful from the dataset is the users and the projects table, which contains information for our recommendation system analysis.

After fitting the item-based collaborative filtering model, we statistically evaluate the results and compare the output. For the purpose of demonstrating the recommendations system, a client/server model is built. JavaScript and Python have been used for the client-server interaction and Pandas library for data analysis and calculating the similarity matrix (See Appendix A for code reference).

1.5 Dissertation Structure

The rest of this document is orchestrated as following: Chapter 2 discusses the current state of the art in the field of recommender systems and explores the topic of recommendation system in education. It also looks at the previous studies done on Scratch with respect to recommendation methods. Chapter 3 describes the methodology for collaborative filtering techniques and different prediction and recommendation generation techniques. In Chapter 4 we apply the techniques discussed in the previous chapter on the Scratch data. Chapter 5 analyses different evaluation methods for a recommendation system and also examine the recommendation results obtained in the previous chapter. In Chapter 6 we discuss our recommendation approach, its limitations and future work that is required. Chapter 7 concludes the study.
2.1 Recommender system overview

2.1.1 What is a recommender system?

Often termed Recommender systems, they are simply a kind of content filtering techniques and tools used to provide users with the most accurate and relevant product suggestions filtered from a huge database of information. Recommendation system works by discovering information patterns from the dataset, learning user choices and yield results that are co-related with their requirement and likings.

The most common use of recommender system can be seen in the commercial applications. From recommending movies on Netflix to predicting user ratings on amazon, the use of recommender systems can be seen in various fields. Fields like financial services [13] and research articles exploration [10] and to find collaborators [14] have seen increased used recently.

Recommender systems are extensively being used in e-learning environments under the context of TEL (Technology Enhanced Learning) [15] for improving the self-directed learning capabilities of students.

2.1.2 Information filtering techniques

Recommender system strategies generally use two types of techniques for generating recommendations one is content-based filtering approach and the other being collabora-
tive filtering approach. Some times knowledge-based systems are also used (also known as rule-based). A combination of the above three techniques is also used commonly known as the hybrid approach. In [16] Ricci categorises the recommender systems into 5 categories: Knowledge-based, Content-based, Demographics based, Collaborative filtering, community-based and Hybrid approach.

Content-based method sometimes, also known as item-based collaborative approach look at the individual items and their attributes to compute the similarity between the given item $i$ and a list of items and then selects $k$ most similar items [17].

Contrastively, Collaborative filtering techniques look at the users and their attributes. It calculates the closeness between all the users and then produces a recommendation based upon it. Basically, the idea of a CF-based algorithm is to look at the opinions of the like-minded users from the available pool and then recommend items based on it. The data of a users behaviour can be obtained in two ways explicitly or implicitly. Example of explicit data collection is the ratings and review a user gives to an item. Implicit data like the previous purchase history, browsing pattern of the user can also be useful in making a meaningful recommendation.

Knowledge-based techniques for recommendation takes into account the explicit knowledge about different things like the product, the user and some predefined rules to generate a recommendation. This is also known as rule-based recommendations [18]. The rule-based technique implements the relationship-rule discovery algorithm for finding the relationship amongst similar items and then produces a recommendation list based on the strength of the relationship [19].

For the purpose of this study, the focus is on the most widely used and perhaps the most effective technique [16] which is collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering can be commonly categorised into two 1. User-based collaborative filtering and 2. Item-based collaborative filtering.

In user-based collaborative filtering, the behaviour of other users is incorporated in the system to give more weights to the items which users similar to the target user have purchased or expressed and opinion about. The intuition being the more similar a user is to our target user, the more likely it is that the target user will like the items that other users with similar interests have liked.
2.1.3 Challenges in user-based collaborative filtering algorithms

In spite of being amongst the most widely used algorithms in both small scale and large commercial-scale applications, the widespread use of user-based collaborative algorithms has shown some possible challenges with their use like:

- **Scalability**: Computational requirement for closest neighbour calculations increases with both the quantity of items and the users.

- **Sparsity**: In a large commercial use (like Amazon recommending books from a large DB), even if a user has purchased less than 1% of the items (from millions of books) the nearest neighbour method won’t be able to generate a recommendation of items for that user. Resulting in poor accuracy.

In conventional collaborative filtering recommender system, the quantity of work grows as the quantity of users increases. For producing accurate results quickly on a large dataset we will explore the item-based collaborative filtering technique.

The item-based method first looks at the user vs item matrix to find out the relationship between the various items present in the system and then utilize this information to implicitly calculate the recommendation for the user. In [17] the author discussed various techniques to compute the item-item similarity matrix (e.g. cosine closeness, Pearson correlation etc.) and also different methods (e.g., regression model vs weighted sum) to obtain recommendations from them. Because the association amongst the item is relatively steady, item-based algorithms may be able to produce equivalent or sometimes superior results [17].

In [17] the author studies collaborative filtering algorithms and their bottlenecks. Tapestry [20] shows the earliest applications of item-based collaborative recommender systems. The research in [20] relied on the direct inputs of users from the closed group, like a college working group. However, recommender systems for large groups like Scratch cannot rely upon every individual knowing each other one. In the course of time, many rating based automated recommenders were developed. The GroupLens research group at the University of Minnesota [21],[22] gives pseudonymous collaborative filtering solutions for the movies and Usenet. Video Recommender [23] and Ringo [24] are web-based music recommendation systems.
2.2 Recommender systems in e-learning

E-learning is a broad term that outlines an environment in which a person can learn at any time and anywhere using a computer, generally connected to a computer network. It is well established that e-learning can be as huge and valuable as the typical classroom experience or significantly more than it [25]. Using e-learning, one can learn and master the skills and knowledge just like he would in a traditional learning counterpart.

2.2.1 E-learning environment and recommendation

As e-learning systems begin to expand and are ever-expanding, the users need to first process a large amount of information before it meets their needs and provides them with items that are relevant to them. E-learning’s fast development has altered traditional learning conduct and presented both the students and teachers with a fresh scenario. Students often find it difficult to navigate through a huge number of exercises and courses, and teachers find it difficult to recommend students with materials. One of the answers to this information overload issue in e-learning is a recommendation framework [26].

A personalized recommendation system in e-learning and online learning environments provides learning suggestions to students. In [27] Lu discusses a framework for a personalised learning recommender system. [26] discusses a fully mature recommendation system architecture model for an e-learning framework.

In [28] we see the application of Hierarchical Clustering (HC) on a TEL dataset built with Coursera data known as DAJEE. Recommendation from this system was done on the basis of three educational entities, Instructors, Courses and Lessons. The main teaching context considered were teaching preference of instructors, the course information and the lesson information.

In [29] the author discusses a hybrid approach for the recommendation on MOOC platforms which uses social network analysis and association rule mining techniques. User contributions on the forums and their social interaction and peer review activities were taken in to account to extract information for social network analysis. Followed by the utilising this information for the collaborative filtering approach. This approach was again tested on the Coursera dataset which showed a well-performing system given the limited information available in the dataset.
2.2.2 Recommendations in Scratch

In [18] the authors discuss recommender system in scratch with respect to a course framework for teaching Foundations of Computer Programming at Universidad Estatal de Milagro (State University of Milagro), Ecuador, with Scratch. consisting of various exercises that a student follows.

Benavides [20] proposes CARAMBA [30] a Scratch extension that recommends exercises, based on taste and program complexity. CARAMBA can recommend personalized exercises for students. This again considers problem statements as exercises that would be recommended. It also conducts a study to evaluate the improvements in student activity as a result of the recommended exercises.

2.3 Evaluation of a recommendation system

Recommendation algorithms typically perform differently on different recommendation tasks and domains. Therefore it is critical from a practical and research perspective to select the proper algorithm that matches the domain and tasks that is of the interest. The standard way to make such a choice is by comparing different algorithms offline using some assessment metric. Survey in [31] discusses different matrices for evaluating recommending algorithms.

In [32] the author discusses various evaluation methods for a recommender system, particularly on the top N recommendations tasks. It proposes that while assessing algorithms in the top-N suggestion task, to pick the test set cautiously otherwise precision measurements are strongly one-sided.

The area of recommendation system research has utilised different types of metrics to assess the quality of the recommendation framework. Mainly these are classified into two categories [17]:

- **Statistical accuracy metrics evaluation** computes the correctness of the recommendation framework by equating the value of the generated recommendation score with the user given rating in the test dataset. One of the most widely used methods for evaluating the statistical accuracy is called the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). MAE is calculated between the predictions and the user-ratings. MAE gives the deviation of the recommendation score from the user given score.
• **Decision support accuracy metrics evaluation** evaluates how effective and useful the predictions are at helping the user find the relevant item from the set of all items. These metrics consider the process of recommendation as a set of binary task, whether the recommendation is good or bad, i.e. the item is either predicted or not considered at all. With this in mind, the prediction can be anything like 1 or 2.5, it doesn’t matter as the user only selects items with a rating higher than 4. Most common techniques in this category are the ROC sensitivity and the reversal rate [33].

These techniques are covered in detail under chapter 5 Methods of Evaluation.

## 2.4 Other techniques in recommendation systems

Additionally, other techniques have been applied to the recommender system area, like Clustering, Horting and Bayesian networks.

Bayesian networks work by creating models over a training dataset associated with a decision tree-like structure. Each edge and node of the tree represents knowledge about the user. The model can be trained and completed in the time as less as hours or a few days. This model tends to be very small and very fast and can be as accurate as the nearest neighbour methods [34]. Bayesian can be used practically in environments in which the information about the user preferences changes steadily in reference to the time which the model building requires. But Bayesian networks have been known to fail in areas where user preferences change very rapidly.

On the other hand, clustering algorithms work by classifying users with similar preference into different groups known as clusters. After the clusters have been finalised, predictions for a user are calculated by taking the average of the opinions of other users in the cluster. Some of the clustering techniques consider users in the form of participation across several clusters and the averaging is done by the weighted sum of the degree of the participation. Clustering is known to produce non-personal results in the recommendation, in fact, in some cases, it may give even worse accuracy than the nearest neighbour algorithms [34]. However, once the clustering is done, there is a large increase in performance because the comparing needs to be done on very small clusters. Clustering techniques can also be used in conjunction with nearest neighbour
algorithms to reduce the size of the dataset that must be analysed.

Horting is a diagram-based methodology in which the nodes of the graph represents the users and the connections between them are edges representing the degree of closeness between the users [35]. Recommendations are given by traversing the graph to the nearest node and averaging the opinions of nearby nodes (i.e. users). Horting and nearest neighbour differ from each other in the sense that in Horting graph may be traversed through users who have not had an opinion about the item and therefore considering the changing relationships that nearest neighbour does not consider [2]. In a study with artificial datasets, Horting has shown superior performance to the nearest neighbour algorithms [2].
Chapter 3

Methodology

In the previous chapters, we investigated what are recommendations system and the
different techniques applied in the recommender system and also their application in
the e-learning domain. This chapter will describe the process in which an item-based
collaborative filtering algorithm was applied to the Scratch data to build a recommend-
dation system. We will look at different steps involved in the collaborative filtering
methods, various item-similarity computation methods and also the prediction calcu-
lation steps.

3.1 Summary of the Collaborative Filtering process

The objective of a Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithm is to generate a list of rec-
ommended items or to estimate the likeliness of the item for a particular user based on
the past activities of the user. In an standard CF scheme there is a list of m number
of users say $U = \{u_1, u_2, u_3, u_4, ..., u_m\}$ and a list of n items $I = \{i_1, i_2, i_3, i_4, ..., i_n\}$.
Every user $u_i$ has a list associated with them consisting of items $I_{U_i}$, which the user
has expressed interest in or has an impression about. In the case of Scratch we look
at the projects the user has liked and the projects user has created/published in the
past. This impressions or likings can either be collected explicitly or implicitly. Notice
that the item list for user $I_{U_i} \subseteq I$ and its likely that the $I_{U_i}$ might be an empty set
(e.g. when the user newly enters the system). Also, there exists a user $u_n$ from the list
of users for whom the task is been carried out i.e. our target user. The goal for CF
algorithm is to discover an object (in this case projects) likeliness i.e. how likely the user is to view or love this item. This can take two forms.

- **Recommendation** $R$ is a list of items such that $I_r \subset U$ which contains the items the user will like the most. It is to be noted that the $R$ should avoid items that the user is previously associated with i.e., for example, the projects that the user already has on his page.

- **Prediction** is a number $P_{a,j}$ representing the predicted likeliness of the item for the user $u_a$. The predicted value is same as that of the normalized scale of the user ratings [17]. For the case of this study in Scratch we consider this to be the count for remixes, likes and favourites for the user-item pair.

Figure 3.1 shows a diagrammatic representation of the collaborative filtering process. The CF algorithm shows the whole $m \times n$ matrix $A$ as a user vs item matrix of the user ratings. Each cell $a_{i,j}$ in the matrix holds value for every item the user has rated i.e. either liked, favourited or remixed. Every rating is on the numerical scale and can take the value 0 representing the user has not yet given the rating (i.e. liked or favourited or remixed the project) the project or a value 3 (done all three activity) indicating user liked the project very much.

![Figure 3.1: The process of a Collaborative Filtering Algorithm](image-url)
### 3.2 The item-based collaborative filtering algorithm

Unlike the user-based collaborative filtering algorithm shown above, an item-based collaborative filtering algorithm considers the semantics of the items a user has interacted with (liked, remixed or added to the favourited) to compute the likeness between two things i.e. how closely related items \( \{i_1, i_2, i_3, ..., i_n\} \) and the item of interest are. Then it selects the \( k \) most closely related items \( \{i_1, i_2, i_3, ..., i_k\} \). Once the task of computing similarities is complete, the predictions are calculated by taking the weighted sum average of the target users ratings on these similar items. This process of similarity calculation and prediction generation is detailed below.

#### 3.2.1 Similarity computation

One of the most critical steps in an item-based collaborative filtering model is the calculation of the similarity matrix between the set of items and then selecting the most similar items. This similarity calculation step between two items \( i \) and \( j \), basically performs two steps first it separates the users who have evaluated both the items and then applies a closeness calculation strategy to decide the similarity \( s_{i,j} \). Figure 3.2 represents this procedure. Here the matrix rows denote the user and the columns denote the items.

**Figure 3.2: Computation of item-item similarity**
Various techniques have been proposed to compute the similarity between any two items in statics. Some of the most common and well known once are Correlation-based similarity, Cosine-based closeness and Adjusted-cosine based closeness [19]. We will examine each of this technique and apply them on our dataset to check which of them suits best for the chosen dataset.

### 3.2.2 Cosine based similarity

Cosine similarity is defined as the measure of similarity between any two non-zero vectors. These vectors reside in an inner product space. Cosine similarity is defined as the cosine of the angle between them. The cosine for a vector with the angle at 0 degrees is 1 and the for any angle between 0 and 90 is less than 1. Therefore it gives us information about the orientation of the vectors and not their magnitudes. Two vectors with orientation in the same direction have a cosine 1 and the cosine for two vectors that are at an angle of 90 degrees with respect to each other is 0. Similarly, two vectors within an exact opposite orientation will have a cosine similarity as -1 irrespective of their magnitude. Cosine similarity mostly is used in positive spaces where we require the output to be neatly bounded between [0,1]. Particularly data mining, information retrieval and text mining all of which have high dimensionality problem extensively use this technique. Each of the terms is assigned a new dimension to calculate the cosine similarity between them. The cosine similarity is useful because even if two vectors are very far apart in terms of Euclidean distance (due to their sizes), there is a chance that they may be similarly oriented closer to each other. The smaller the angle between the two, the higher is their cosine similarity. For this study, we consider two items as the two vectors in the $m$ dimensional user-space. The similarity measure is calculated by computing the cosine of the angle between these two vectors. In Figure 3.2 we see the similarity between items $i$ and $j$ in an $m \times n$ matrix for user projects. The similarity is shown by $sim(i, j)$ such that

$$sim(i, j) = \cos(\vec{i}, \vec{j}) = \frac{\vec{i} \cdot \vec{j}}{\| \vec{i} \|_2 \ast \| \vec{j} \|_2}$$

In the equation above, dot product is represented by “.”
3.2.3 Correlation-based similarity

In statistics, correlation is a statistical association between two variables, showing the degree to which the two are linearly related to one another. There are many correlation coefficients defined which show the degree of closeness between variables. Pearson correlation, Interclass correlation, Spearman’s rank correlation are some of the examples of correlation coefficients used in statistics. Pearson correlation is one of the most widely known and used metrics to show the similarity.

Also, know as the person-r correlation coefficient, it gives us the linear correlation between any two variables \( X \) and \( Y \). It can take a value between +1 and -1, where 1 denotes a total positive correlation between the variables, 0 denotes absolutely no correlation between the variables and -1 denotes a total negative correlation [36]. Mathematically it is defined as the covariance of the two vectors divided by the product of their standard deviation. In a correlation-based similarity scenario, the likeness amongst two items \( i \) and \( j \) is computed by calculating the Pearson-r correlation \( \text{corr}(i,j) \). For a correlation to be accurate the cases where the users have rated the projects same will need to be separated.

\[
sim(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_i)(R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_j)^2}}
\]

3.2.4 Adjusted-cosine based closeness

One basic contrast between the closeness calculation in a user-based collaborative filtering and item-based collaborative filtering is that in the item-based method the similarity is calculated based on columns of the matrix, whereas in user-based method the similarity is calculated along the rows of the matrix i.e., each pair in the co-appraised set relates to a different user (Figure 3.2). Computing similarity utilising the fundamental cosine measure in item-based case has one significant downside - the distinctions in the rating scale between various users are not taken into consideration. The adjusted-cosine based similarity reduces this disadvantage by subtracting the average score from every co-evaluated pair. The formula for this is given as below
\[ sim(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)(R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_u)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_u)^2}} \]

Where \( R_u \) is the normalized score for \( u \)th user.

### 3.3 Prediction Calculation

One of the most significant steps in any CF-based system is to give the output in terms of the prediction. Once we have with us the list of items that are most similar as given by the closeness measures above, the next step is to examine the user ratings and apply a predictive method to get the prediction. Various ways have been proposed to compute the prediction. Regression method and Weighted Sum method are the two such most common technique [19].

#### 3.3.1 Assigning the rating score for user activities

In a conventional personalised recommendation, users feedback is captured through the likes and the rating given to an item. For example in case of Netflix a user rates a movie on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest. Some times decimal ratings are also allowed. Since there is no rating system in scratch and a user can either like, favourite or remix a project and these three details are publicly available we will use this information to develop a rating system. While viewing a project, a user has a choice of performing various actions on the project page. He/She can either click on Love/Like to show the appreciation or add the project to his favourite or click on remix to copy the project to his own profile and adapt on its code. User can perform one or two or all three of these activities. For each of the user activity (love, favourites and remix) we assign a rating score of 1 if the user has performed the activity or 0 if not. We then take the sum of all three activities to find a user rating on a scale of 3. So for example, if a user has liked and favourited a project but not remixed the total user rating is \textit{love (1) + favourite (1) + remixed (0) = 2}. And If a user has only remixed the project then the total rating for that project is \textit{love (0) + favourite (0) + remixed (1) = 1}. Henceforth, in our weighted sum method we use this rating to find the most relevant projects for the user.
3.3.2 Weighted sum method

In mathematics, a weighted function is a method used when performing an average, a sum or an integral to assign some components more weight i.e. importance than others to increase or decrease their impact on the result. Weighted sums are most commonly used in statistic to decrease or compensate for the bias present in the data. For example, if a quantity $F$ is measured multiple times independently with variance $\sigma^2$, we can find the best approximation of this measure by taking the average of all the measurements with the weight $\omega_i = \frac{1}{\sigma^2}$, giving us a smaller variance than each individual measurement.

This method computes prediction for the project $i$ for user $u$, by calculating the weighted sum of rating attributes (likes, favourites, remixes etc.) for a similar item. Formally this can be shown as the prediction $P_{u,i}$ as below

$$P_{u,i} = \frac{\sum_{all\,similar\,items,N} (S_{i,N} \times R_{u,N})}{\sum_{all\,similar\,items,N} (|S_{i,N}|)}$$

Basically, this method attempts to show how a target user $u$, is likely to view (favourite it, like it or remix it) based on the similar items that he has seen (liked, loved, or remixed) in past.

3.3.3 Regression model

In statistics, regression modelling is a collection of procedures to estimate the dependency relationships between the variables. Regression analysis aids us in understanding the effect that the dependent variable has when anyone or multiple independent variables are changed. A number of regression techniques have been invented to support various statistical problems. Linear regression, polynomial regression, principal component analysis etc. are some of the popular techniques.

Regression model for calculating the prediction is mostly similar to the weighted sum method discussed above. The only difference is that instead of using ratings of similar items, this method approximates the ratings of items based on the regression models. When similarity is calculated using either cosine or correlation measurement, it may lead to improper conclusions in practice because the two vectors maybe at distance in terms of euclidean distance, but may be highly similar to each other in
terms of orientation. In this case, using the ratings from similar items can result in low-quality predictions. The general idea is the same as that of the weighted sum method, but instead of using raw ratings from the N similar items, this method uses their approximate values which are calculated using a linear regression model.

General formulation of a CF-algorithms and the necessary methods and steps required for performing item-based collaborative filtering have been discussed until now. In the next chapter, all these algorithms will be applied to the actual Scratch dataset.
Chapter 4

Implementation

For implementing the item-based collaborative filtering methods on Scratch, we first look at the data that is required and the available datasets from Scratch.

4.1 Collecting the data

The Scratch Online Community has made the dataset for scratch platform publicly available on [37]. The dataset has the data for the first five years of the data from Scratch (approximately from 2007-2012). The data was collected from the MySQL database from the Scratch website. All datasets are provided in CSV file formats, which can be loaded into any compatible data analysis software. There are a total of 32 datasets which contain information about various aspects of the Scratch Online Community. These 32 datasets are divided into 3 main categories Core Datasets, Text and Code Datasets and Project Analytics Datasets. Table 4.1 shows the description of each and every table that is available in the dataset taken from [37].

4.1.1 Data description

- **Core dataset** consists of metadata and data tables that define major relationships and objects which are captured by the Scratch Online Community application.

- **Text and Code datasets** consist of very large tables consisting of texts sub-
mitted by the users. This can be helpful for NLP and text-based analysis.

- **Project Analytics datasets** contain tables which have quantitative summaries of each project file. A project file is a .sb2 or .sb3 file that contains all of the content of a scratch project.

### 4.1.2 Ethical implication

The dataset that this research uses is the data from the Scratch Online Community. It has been supplied by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT Media Lab under public domain. Although this data is available under public domain, a Scratch Research Data Sharing Agreement (SRDSA) [37] was signed to obtain access to the dataset files. User privacy is fully protected while scraping the data. The rules that define the user privacy such as only information that was publicly visible on the site to anyone visiting the site even if it may be a web crawler software and no action was required by the user or the site administrator were used while scraping the dataset. Some of the user sensitive information like the self-reported gender, age email, IP address was omitted while publishing the dataset [38].

The users of the Scratch online platform are mostly young children many below 18 years of age, from all around the globe. Therefore, an ethics approval was required by the LLK group from the MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (COUHES). Which was granted to the team and the data was published under the specified protocol by (COUHES) MIT.

All the terms of the access to the data have been adhered to and therefore as the part of this dissertation, no ethics approval was required from the university.

### 4.1.3 Identification of the relevant dataset

Keeping the objective of the research in mind of building a recommender system that generates recommendation on "projects" for a user, first we need to identify the relevant data for our goal form this dataset.

For recommending projects based on user activity, we require the data related to projects and users on the Scratch platform. Looking at the list of the datasets as shown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Dataset</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Core Datasets</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. users</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a user account that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. projects</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. galleries</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a gallery that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. friends</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents the event of user “friending” another user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. downloaders</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents the event of a user downloading a project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. favorites</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents the event of a user marking a project as a favorite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. viewers</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents the event of a user viewing a project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. comments</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a comment left on a project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. galleries</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a gallery that has been displayed on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text and Code Datasets</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. text</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. galleries</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a gallery that has been displayed on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. comments</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a comment left on a project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. gallery</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a gallery that has been displayed on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. tags</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a tag used on a project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Analytics Datasets</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. project</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. project</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. project</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. project</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. project</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. project</td>
<td>Each row in this table represents a project that was publicly visible on the Scratch website at the time that these data were collected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Description of tables in dataset from Scratch online community [37].
in Table 4.1 we observe that projects.csv, projects_blocks.csv, projects_sprite.csv and users.csv have most of the data related to users and projects.

- **Users** - holds the data about the user and which project the user has worked on.
- **Projects** - contains general information about the projects and the user associated with each public project.
- **Projects_block** - holds the information about each block (the logical component of the code) used in a project, these are the extracts of the sb2 and sb3 files.
- **Projects_sprite** - contains the information about sprite (scripts, sounds and images) used in each project.

Apart from these tables, the following datasets were also used to obtain information required for user rating calculation.

- **Lovers** - which has information about the projects that the user has clicked Love for.
- **Friends** - contains each user and its friends (the user who follow each other).
- **Favourites** - shows an event where a user has added a project to their Favourites.

### 4.2 Data Analysis

After identification of the data required, we will apply some preliminary data analysis techniques to check for consistency and quality of the data.

**Projects** - We see that the more of the projects are created in the latter half of the dataset time frame i.e. after 2010. This shows the popularity of the Scatch in the initial phases.
Figure 4.1: The distribution of projects in dataset over the period of 5 years

**Project Blocks** - There are about 171 of these key block attributes associated with each project in this dataset. Table 2 shows each of this block. Figure 4.2 below shows the frequency of each block used in the projects. We see an even distribution of the most common operators in the projects, while the less common once are not used frequently. We can assume from this distribution that project dataset is good enough for finding the correlations between projects.
Figure 4.2: The frequency of the use of project blocks
Users - The following figure 4.3 shows the distribution for the accounts in scratch done by creation date over the period of 5 years.

![Figure 4.3: Distribution of the user accounts created by creation date](image)

Friends - An event where a user adds another user as a friend on the Scratch community website is recorded in this dataset. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of this relationship over time.

![Figure 4.4: Distribution of the friend’s data over time](image)

From table 4.1, we observe that on an average 6.32 projects have been created per user with a SD of around 26. And on an average, a user has around 11 Friends per user with a SD of 55. The variance may seem huge but considering the size of the data which contains around 1.3 million records for friends and 1.9 million records
for projects in the dataset, the variance is expected. The high variance values in both datasets indicate number of missing values from the data, this will be handled in the data cleaning and imputation section 4.3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Var</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>NAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projects</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>721.9964</td>
<td>26.86999</td>
<td>3047</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>11.31493</td>
<td>3073.802</td>
<td>55.44188</td>
<td>4981</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Mean, Variance and Standard deviation for Friends and Projects data

4.3 Calculating similarity matrix

After the data analysis, we will apply the three similarity computation matrix discussed in chapter 3 on our projects dataset. All the programming and computation is done in python as the programming language. Various packages and libraries have been used to facilitate the easy application of different algorithms. Python’s sci-kit learn (sklearn)[39] library, which houses many machine learning packages has been used for applying the cosine-correlation and adjusted cosine correlation methods. Another library known as Pandas [40] has been used for computing the Pearson correlation matrix.

4.3.1 Preparing the data

Since our project_sprite and project_blocks, both contain some information about the project components we can merge the two datasets to form single dataset. This has two benefits first it reduces the process of applying computation on two different datasets. Secondly, it gives us 3 more parameters(sounds, images and scripts) from project_sprite which will add to the existing 171 parameters from project_block dataset to calculate the correlations.

```python
# Load projects data from csv
projects_df = pd.read_csv('data/CSVs/project_blocks.csv', sep=','
index_col=0)

# Imputing the others data since it has mostly the null values.
projects_df = projects_df.drop(columns="other")
```
4.3.2 Imputing missing data

As we have seen in our previous data analysis section, there are some missing values in our dataset. For our algorithm to work correctly we need to replace this missing data. For replacing the value we need to apply some data imputation techniques which estimates the best possible replacement by looking at neighbouring values.

- **Mean imputation** - In the mean imputation methods, the missing values are replaced by the mean of the observed variable. For example, if the variable of sound (number of sounds used in the project) is missing for a particular project, we take the mean of all the projects who have sound in them and replace the missing value with it.

- **KNN imputation** - In K nearest neighbour imputation, the missing values are replaced by the approximate value based on the nearest points. The assumption being that the given K nearest neighbour point the missing value is an approximation of it, k being a number of closest points to look for and is supplied by the user it is the most commonly used technique.

For our purpose we use SimpleImputer and IterativeImputer from sklearn for imputing the data values.

```python
# Load projects_sprites data from csv
project_sprites_df = pd.read_csv('data/CSVs/project_sprites.csv', sep=',', index_col=0)

# Merge both the panda dataframes on project_id
main_frame = pd.merge(projects_df, galleries_df, left_index=True, right_index=True)

# Impute the missing values using IterativeImputer from sklearn
MAX_ITER = 10
imp = SimpleImputer(missing_values=np.nan, strategy='mean')
imp = IterativeImputer(max_iter=MAX_ITER, initial_strategy='knn', random_state=0)
imputed_DF = pd.DataFrame(imp.fit_transform(main_frame))
```
4.3.3 Correlation-based similarity

For correlation-based similarity computation, Pearson-r correlation method is applied. The \texttt{corr(method = 'pearson')} methods from the Pandas directly applies the selected correlation method on the dataset. The correlation matrix is obtained as shown in Figure 4.5. This matrix shows the item correlation between all the projects from the dataset.

![Figure 4.5: Pearson correlation output](image)

Note the numerous negative correlation values in the matrix, this suggests that many of the projects are not similar at all.

4.3.4 Cosine-based similarity

For cosine based similarity computation we apply the \texttt{cosine_correlation} from the \texttt{sklearn.metrics.pairwise} module on the dataset. Figure 4.6 shows the output matrix
for cosine based similarity, This matrix shows the cosine correlation values for all the projects in the dataset.

Figure 4.6: Cosine similarity computation output

4.3.5 Adjusted-cosine based similarity

Similar to the previous method after applying the adjusted_cosine functions from the sklearn library, we obtain the similarity matrix shown in Figure 4.7. The matrix shows correlation values of different items from dataset.
Note here that since adjusted cosine is performed over columns rather than rows, the computation time for this method is slower compared to the other two. This computation time can be reduced by using a machine of higher computation memory or by reducing the size of the dataset.

### 4.3.6 Selecting top-N recommendations

From the results of the similarity obtained above, for a given item i of a particular user we get the correlation score for each of the similar items from our dataset. We select the top - N values from the matrix (N=5) to be presented to the user U. This gives us the top 5 similar items to the user item I.

```python
# Get Top 5 from the similarity matrix
top5 = final_df.loc[project_id].nlargest(5)
recommendation_pairs = top5.to_dict()
```
4.4 Prediction Calculation

After we have the item-item correlation matrix ready, we proceed to calculate the prediction score for each of the item based on users activity.

4.4.1 Weighted Sum method

Weighted sum method has been used for prediction calculation because of its simplicity to implement. For an item I for user U, this method calculates the prediction score by evaluating the sum of the ratings given by the user on other similar items to item I. Each rating by the user is assigned a weight \( s_{ij} \) based on the similarity output of the item.

```python
# Calculates the prediction score for a user given recommendation as the list of similar recommended projects and target project_id
def calculate_prediction_score(user_id, project_id, similar_recommendation):
    _w = [get_user_ratings(user_id)]
    _x = similar_recommendation
    score = sum(_x * _w for _x, _w in zip(x, w))/ calculate_score(_x)
    return score
```

The figure shows the top 5 most similar items computed after applying the weighted sum method. For the supplied user_id: xxxxxxx and project_id: 2437714 all the other are the recommendation scores for the top 5 similar items.

![Figure 4.8: Top 5 project ids according to prediction](image)
4.4.2 Comparing the recommended items

On comparing the results that we get from the recommendation method we observe the following. We follow the link of each project ID to see the structure of the project. Every project comprises of similar set coding blocks as of the original project by the user U. For instance every project has one forever loop, one wait timer one costume switch. Also, note the two most similar projects have the sound block explicitly specified and while the next two have an implicit sound build in requiring no sound block. This gives us confidence about the similarity matrix outputs in the N-dimensional user space. It is also observed the second most similar project (id=2437719) is given priority because it was liked and remixed by our test user.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project URL</th>
<th>Code Snip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437714/">https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437714/</a></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Code Snip Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes: 0, Favourite: 0, Remixes: 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437719/">https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437719/</a></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Code Snip Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes: 2, Favourite: 4, Remixes: 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437771/">https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437771/</a></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Code Snip Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes: 3, Favourite: 3, Remixes: 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437735/">https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/2437735/</a></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Code Snip Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes: 0, Favourite: 0, Remixes: 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Projects recommended

The next chapter will deal with evaluating and comparing the quality of these recommendations methods and prediction scores more formally. It discusses various different metrics for evaluating the recommendation methods and prediction scores.
Chapter 5

Method of Evaluation

This section discusses various evaluation methods that exist in the recommender system research paradigm to determine the quality and accuracy of the recommendation method discussed in previous chapter. We also compare the recommendation system based on the three similarity computation algorithms discussed previously.

5.1 Experiment

After building the model and applying the methods on our training dataset, we apply the methods on our test dataset for comparing the accuracy. From the dataset of over 1.9 million observations of projects and around 1 million users, the data set was divided into 80% as training data and 20% was used as test data for the model.

5.2 Evaluation methods

Various methods of evaluation have been studied in the paradigm of recommender system research. These methods are mainly used to evaluate the accuracy of a recommender system. These metrics can be broadly categorised into 2 groups as described below.
5.2.1 Statical accuracy metrics

A statistical accuracy measure is the one which evaluates the accuracy of a recommender system by calculating the difference in the actual user given score in the test data and the score calculated by the recommender system.

- **MAE (Mean Absolute Error)** is one of the most popular metrics that is widely used to compare the actual and expected values. Basically, MAE is the measure of the deviation of the predicted recommendation rating from the actual user given ratings. In the scratch dataset for each pair of \( \{ \text{predicted, user} - \text{rating} \} \), MAE handles the absolute difference between them equally i.e. it is given by \( | \text{predicted} - \text{user rating} | \). MAE is computed by summing the absolute difference for all the predicted, user-rating pairs and then averaging it over the total number of pairs. Mathematically it can be written as,

\[
MAE = \frac{\sum (\text{predicted ratings} - \text{user ratings})}{\text{Total number of pairs}}
\]

- **Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)** is another statistical accuracy metric that is used for measuring model performance. It was first used in the areas of environmental changes and climate research [41]. While MAE assigns the same weight to all the errors, RMSE penalizes large variance in the reading as it assigns errors with large absolute value more weight compared to the smaller values.

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} e_i^2}
\]

5.2.2 Decision support accuracy metric

Decision support accuracy metrics are used to measure the usefulness of a recommendation engine at assisting the user in selecting the top-quality items from a list of all available items. They work by assuming the predictions to be a binary process. Either an item is a good one or a bad one, i.e. it is either predicted or excluded from prediction. If on a rating scale of 5 if a user only chooses items with a rating more than 4, it becomes irrelevant if the rating is 2.5 or 3. Some of the most widely utilised support
accuracy matrices are ROC sensitivity, weighted error and reversal rate [33].

- **ROC sensitivity - Receiver Operating Characteristics curve** is a graphical plot that is used to visualise and select classifiers based on their performance. ROC graphs are being used since long time in the area of signal detection system for showing variance in a hit and false rates of the classifiers [42]. The medical community has a huge literature on the use of ROC for decision making on diagnostic testing. ROC curves are adopted in machine learning for comparing and evaluating various algorithms. ROC graphs have recently gained popularity in the machine learning community due to the understanding that simple accuracy metrics are a weak measure of the performance of the classifiers [43]. Besides of being useful as a performance mapping technique, they have additional qualities that make them suitable for problems with very skewed data distribution.

We begin with building a confusion matrix for the classifier, counting the number of correctly classified and incorrectly classified values into the matrix. As shown in figure 5.1 the true positive and true negatives are the correctly classified values by the classifier and false positive and false negative are the incorrectly classified values.

![Confusion Matrix](image)

\[
\text{tp rate} = \frac{TP}{N} \quad \text{fp rate} = \frac{FP}{P}
\]

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad \text{recall} = \frac{TP}{P}
\]

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{P + N}
\]

\[
\text{F-measure} = \frac{2}{1/\text{precision} + 1/\text{recall}}
\]

Figure 5.1: Performance metrics calculations from Confusion metrics.

Figure 5.1 shows various standard metrics that can be calculated from the confusion matrix. Formally it is defined as the area under the curve of the ROC curve.
ROC is plotted as sensitivity v/s (1- specificity) of the test. In case of a recommender system Sensitivity is defined as the probability of a random selection of item is accepted by the filtering method (a good prediction) and specificity is defined as the probability of a random selection of item being rejected by the filtering method (a bad prediction). A good filtering method would enable the user to select from 90% of the good recommendation and 10% of the bad ones.

- **Reversal rate** is defined as the frequency at which the recommendation by the system is wrong or incorrect. On a scale of 5, it is commonly given by the percentage of the recommendation where the prediction was varied by 3 or more points.

- **Weighted error** is the metrics which gives extra weight to the errors due to the strong outlook about the recommended item. For instance, if a user considers an item to be his favourite (i.e. a rating of 5 out of 5) the error for this could be considered double or more.

Some of the new and novel approaches have been discussed in [44] which are based on coverage and serendipity of the recommendations. It discusses the metrics beyond the accuracy of the recommendations and takes into consideration the quality and usefulness of the system

For the simplicity and ease of interpretation of MAE, we select it as our preferred choice of evaluation. In the experiment [33] Sarwar notes that MAE and ROC give the same arrangement of different experimental procedures with respect to prediction quality.

### 5.3 Results

#### 5.3.1 Comparing the similarity algorithms

After running the three similarity computation methods namely cosine, adjusted-cosine and Pearson-r correlation as discussed in previous chapters on our training data and using the weighted sum method to get the predictions score, we calculate the MAE of
for each of the methods. Figure 5.2 shows the results of the three algorithms on the dataset.

![Performance of different similarity measure](chart.png)

**Figure 5.2: Performance comparison of the similarity calculation method**

Since a lower value of MAE denotes a better performance, we observe the best performance is given by the adjusted cosine similarity method. However since the computation time required for the adjusted-cosine matrix calculation is high and the difference between Cosine and Adjusted cosine is relatively less we can say Cosine similarity is best suited for the Scratch dataset. Note that since the Person-correlation matrix gave us many negative values its MAE score is higher compared to other two methods.

The client-server model in appendix A which was built to demonstrate the working of recommender system uses cosine similarity implementation.
Chapter 6

Discussion and Future work

Although we have successfully displayed the working of the proposed recommendation methods, there are many more ways in which the recommendation system for a complex platform like Scratch could be developed. In the design of this item-based recommendation, we assume the item-item similarity and user rating are the defining characteristic of the user preference, however that may not be necessarily the case. In this chapter, we discuss the limitations of the current system and the possible improvements that could be made to improve the performance of current recommender system.

6.1 Limitations

6.1.1 Over specialisation problem

One of the major problem faced by collaborative filtering algorithms is the problem of over specialisation. A classic example of this is when one buys a lawn mover on amazon, he only sees recommendations for lawn mover. A good recommender should provide suggestions on a diverse set of items, rather than suggesting the same type of items that the user is already acquired or liked in past. The recommendation system proposed in this study suffers from this problem i.e. if a user has liked a certain type of project in Scratch, the recommended are generated for the project that has a similar characteristic. It prevents the user from discovering new items that might help them. Researchers have tried to solve the problem by neighbourhood based CF and hybrid
6.1.2 Concentration bias

A concentration bias arises when a recommender system proposes the items with higher ratings more than with low ratings. Especially in CF algorithms which use user ratings to recommend the items, they often create the "rich gets richer" effect for more well-known products, this concentration bias limits the reach of lesser-known items to the user. Various researchers have tried to eliminate concentration bias problem from classical recommendation algorithms like k-NN filtering [45]. [46] suggests a probabilistic neighbourhood-based method popularly known as k-PN as an alternative which consistently outperforms k-NN in terms of concentration bias.

6.1.3 Cold Start problem

A cold start problem occurs when a new user or item enters the system and there is no information about it. Cold start problem can be broadly divided into three types new item problem, new user problem and new system problem [47]. In the case of a new user, it is very difficult to give a recommendation as there is no information available about the user. In the case of projects in scratch when a new item enters the system there is some information about the project, hence we can at least compute the similarity matrix for the item. However, without a user rating, we cannot calculate the prediction score. Content bases systems succeed in case of the new item as they do not depend on the user for generating the recommendations.

6.1.4 Dataset limitation

Over the years scratch has gone through many iterations of development. The first version (Scratch 0.x to 1.x) of the scratch was implemented in Squeak [48]. Later when Scratch 2.0 was launched in 2013 it shifted to ActionScript. The current version of scratch launched on January 2nd, 2019 i.e. Scratch 3.0 uses javaScript for its implementation [49]. This dataset was scraped at the initial phase of Scratch from 2007 to 2012, hence it only contains projects from Scratch 1.x.

The development has led to many UI changes to the scratch development workspace.
over time. UI may have a significant influence on user activity and skills development [50]. The quality of projects and user data might have been affected by this effect. Also, many new attributes and features have been added to the newer version of the project files that give us the parameters for item similarity computation. Hence the more recent data collections effort is needed in order to accurately calculate the item similarity between projects.

A more recent dataset would give a better understanding of the user’s mindset and may probably give a different result for different similarity algorithms. The dataset also provides very little information on the user rating part. Some implicit information like the clicks the user makes and the changes a user makes to different projects may help in gaining more knowledge about users preference.

6.2 Future work

6.2.1 Qualitative testing

As discussed in chapter 5 we evaluated and validated the prediction accuracy for the proposed recommendation techniques. Research in the recommendation system space mainly focuses on the prediction rating accuracy. And since accuracy only partly comprises the user experience of the recommender system, more qualitative testing is required for evaluating the usefulness of the technique. It needs to be verified against the need of the user who is getting the recommendation. One of the goals of developing this recommendation system for Scratch was to aid the user in their learning journey by suggesting projects that might improve their skills and the techniques they are learning. Some of the methods that could be used are an A/B testing amongst the users, collecting user data about the recommendations or by surveying the users for their opinion about the recommended items.

A/B testing

Also known as the bucket test or split-run test is a method to compare two versions, A and B of the same technique, commonly done on users response to the different versions to determine which one is more effective. Using the A/B testing methods different versions of recommendation can be served to users to see which one is more useful to
the user. For example, if the user chooses to view a more complex project instead of
the more similar one to the original, this could give an insight of how to develop a
recommendation which will help the user in discovering more complex projects.

User Surveys

A user survey could be conducted to get an understanding of what the user thinks of
the recommendations given to him/her. This could help us understand the user needs
and performance parameters upon which we could tune the recommendation system.
As noted in [49] preference elicitation is a difficult problem since many time a user
is unaware of his own personal preference, especially when he is beginning to use the
system or is unaware of all the available choices. [49] also suggests asking users a small
set of goals in the signup process to understand the user’s recommendation parameters
for the individual.

Many novel methods have been proposed in [51] which focuses on the user-centric de-
velopment of the recommendation systems. It proposes a framework that considers how
the objective components of the system e.g. algorithms, are perceived subjectively and
how these perceptions along with situational and personal characteristics, gives a dif-
ferent user experience leading to different interactions with the system. For example, if
the user perceives the recommendation quality of these different algorithms differently,
a higher perceived quality of the recommendation leads to higher interaction with the
system.

6.2.2 Mining text from the dataset

While exploring the available dataset, we found that the text and code dataset con-
tains much interesting information that might be useful in building a stronger recom-
mender system. The comments posted on a project and galleries are available in
pcomments_text and gcomments_text datasets. Projects_strings contain information
about all the user-generated strings that have been used in the project. All these
text-based information could yield some meaningful information if explored correctly.
A careful sentiment analysis of the comments might help us understand the kind of responses a project is getting. Based on which we could infer project usefulness to various users. In addition, comments on different project by the same user could help us understand users personal taste which could help in predicting user choices. Strings inside projects could help in categorising the project into various groups and sections, which in turn could help in building a cluster-based recommendation. Also, there is information available about the tag_text which is the tags assigned to the project by different users. This could also help in categorising the projects. TFIDF algorithms could be used to find the frequency of terms and then classify the projects into different categories.

6.2.3 Social network analysis

Scratch also has a large community website and a community forum where users interact with one another, ask for help and post useful information. Users can follow one another if they find the profile interesting. A social network graph analysis can be done on this information to find users with similar interests and user groups that are closely connected to identify similar interest groups. Followers can be recommended based on this information. Projects can also be recommended amongst the groups themselves based on the idea of being from the same circle.

6.2.4 Recommendation based on heuristics

CF-based and content-based recommender systems are well known in the field. However, they may not be perfect for every recommendation problem. Many different approaches need to be explored for building a good recommendation for scratch. One of the more simple and easy to implement approaches is the heuristics based. In a heuristics-based system, one could implement a different set of rules to recommend projects to users. For example, if the user is new in the system, we might recommend projects that guide the person in getting started and simpler projects. If the user is an experienced one and has built many complex projects, recommendations for projects from other users who have more complex projects in their profile may be recommended.
6.2.5 A better Rating mechanism

In the proposed system we have assigned a 3 point rating system depending upon the user liking, favouriting and remixing the project. Perhaps this is one of the most basic and rudimentary approaches for obtaining user ratings. Because Scratch does not have any direct rating mechanism such as required in any traditional user based recommender system, it is necessary to develop a comprehensive mechanism that truly reflects the user’s choices. One approach could be assigning weights to various activities that a user performs on a project such as likes and remixes. This weights could be obtained based on careful observations of user activities. For example, if a user performs a remix of a project only if he/she is really interested in it, more weight could be given to the remix activity. And if the user performs likes more frequently to most of the projects just to show the appreciation the weight of like activity could be reduced. Also, more user activities could be included such as commenting and tagging on a project for more granularity on the rating scale. Other methods could also be explored for more accurate representation of user’s taste.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This dissertation explores the concept of recommender systems for Scratch. It briefly describes the motivation for the study and focuses on the problem of content discovery and self-directed learning in the Scratch environment. The idea of a recommender system might look like a simple problem from the top but it requires an understanding of the underlying data analysis concepts. Various different recommender systems used in different fields have been discussed. Specifically the ones in the area of e-learning and online teaching, which have gained popularity and are used extensively. Different studies have attempted to develop a recommender system for Scratch in their own teaching context.

Over the period, various research has been done in the area of a recommender system. Various techniques have been proposed for building recommend systems for different applications. This thesis discusses the standard techniques in recommender system space and their uses. Content-based filtering, collaborative filtering and an hybrid approach are most widely used and accepted as standard amongst the community. A Collaborative filtering process is used and applied on the Scratch data to try and build an item-based collaborative filtering recommender system. Basic tasks in a recommender system like generating a recommendation list and calculating the prediction are detailed for the dataset.

For generating a recommendation list in an item-based collaborative technique, the
first step is similarity computation. Three different techniques are used for similarity computation. Cosine based similarity, correlation-based similarity and adjusted cosine based similarity are the three well-known techniques for computing the item similarity. These three techniques were applied on the dataset to get the item similarity matrix for all the project a user has on his profile. Once the item similarity matrix was generated, prediction calculation was done based on the weighted sum method. Prediction output gave us the predicted recommendation rating for the user. Once the prediction was generated, the projects were recommended to the user according to the score.

Different methods of evaluation for the accuracy of recommendation are discussed. For measuring the accuracy of the recommendation we use MAE as the evaluation metrics. While comparing the three similarity calculation methods, it is observed that the cosine similarity is the best performing one on the Scratch dataset.

When we look at the top 5 generated recommendation of Scratch projects similar to the supplied item i.e our seed project, we observe some similarities between the recommended items. All the items had a similar set of script blocks and sprite usages. This shows the correctness of the similarity computation blocks in N-dimensional user space.

Although this thesis demonstrates a working model of a recommendation system for scratch, much more work is needed to validate the usefulness of the proposed methods. Many more useful techniques could be developed by incorporating the user’s behaviour over time. This method of recommendation is more prone to general problems faced by recommender systems. Limitations like over specialisation problem, the cold start problem and the concentration bias limit the work of the proposed method. Moreover, the quality of the data available also affects largely on the prediction results. If the data has missing values for the user ratings, predictions cannot be calculated correctly by the algorithms.

Future work for this study would involve qualitatively testing the proposed method for the usefulness of the system. Various testing methodologies could be adopted like a/b testing, user surveys or other novel techniques as discussed in [51]. Also, more data could be extracted from the datasets to gain more information about the user, like a text analysis, or a sentiment analysis could be done on the text data of the projects for understanding the user’s preference and taste. A more complex analysis could be a social network graph analysis on the follower-followee friendship to understand the
user interactions and taste. A heuristics-based recommendation could be a fast and effective alternative if developed correctly.

To demonstrate this a client/server model was developed (Appendix A). In the scripts, we use standard Scratch API and Python data analysis libraries and ML libraries for model building.
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Appendix A

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
#
# Created on Sat Jul 4 20:31:00 2019
# Copyright (C) 2019, shaikhr@tcd.ie
# @author: shaikhr
#
# API reference guide: https://github.com/LLK/scratch-rest-api/wiki/Projects
# Scratch data guide: https://communitydata.science/scratch-data/

#Libs for Serving
from http.server import HTTPServer, BaseHTTPRequestHandler
from urllib.parse import urlparse, parse_qs
from io import BytesIO
import urllib.request, json

# not required for now can be commented
from selenium import webdriver
from selenium.webdriver.chrome.options import Options
import time

#Libs for data analysis
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.impute import SimpleImputer
from sklearn.experimental import enable_iterative_imputer
from sklearn.impute import IterativeImputer
from sklearn import preprocessing
from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import euclidean_distances
from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import cosine_similarity
from scipy.spatial.distance import correlation
```
# Returns a list of the users that the specified user has followed.
def get_user_following(username, LIMIT):
    if not LIMIT:
        LIMIT = 10
    OFFSET = 0
    with urllib.request.urlopen("https://api.scratch.mit.edu/users/"+
            username+"]/following?limit="+str(LIMIT)+"&offset="+str(OFFSET)) as
        url:
            data = json.loads(url.read().decode())
        return data

# Returns an array of details regarding the projects that a given user
# has favourited on the website.
def get_user_favourites(username, LIMIT):
    if not LIMIT:
        LIMIT = 3
    OFFSET = 0
    with urllib.request.urlopen("https://api.scratch.mit.edu/users/"+
            username+"]/favorites?limit="+str(LIMIT)+"&offset="+str(OFFSET)) as
        url:
            data = json.loads(url.read().decode())
        return data

# Returns an array with information regarding the projects that a given
# user has shared on the Scratch website.
def get_user_projects(username, LIMIT):
    if not LIMIT:
        LIMIT = 10
    OFFSET = 0
    with urllib.request.urlopen("https://api.scratch.mit.edu/users/"+
            username+"]/projects?limit="+str(LIMIT)+"&offset="+str(OFFSET)) as
        url:
            data = json.loads(url.read().decode())
        return data
# Returns an array with information regarding the project with provided
# ID of particular username (doesn't work, requires auth)

```python
def get_user_project_details(username, project_id):
    with urllib.request.urlopen("https://api.scratch.mit.edu/users/"+username+"/projects/"+project_id) as url:
        data = json.loads(url.read().decode())
    return data
```

# Gets the project name from given project ID (API deprecated, using
# selenium to render JS)

```python
def get_project_title(project_id):
    url = 'https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/'+str(project_id)
    # rendered page is a JS script, no use of lxml # alternative is using selenium
    chrome_options = Options()
    chrome_options.add_argument("--headless")
    driver = webdriver.Chrome('./selenium/chromedriver', chrome_options=chrome_options)  # Optional argument, if not specified will search path.
    # driver = webdriver.Chrome('./selenium/chromedriver.exe')
    driver.get(url)
    time.sleep(5)
    title = driver.title
    driver.quit()
    return title
```

# (No working API, therefore using lxml html parsing)

```python
def get_author_from_project(project_id):
    url = 'https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/'+str(project_id)
    # rendered page is a JS script, no use of lxml # alternative is using selenium
    chrome_options = Options()
    chrome_options.add_argument("--headless")
    driver = webdriver.Chrome('./selenium/chromedriver.exe',
                              chrome_options=chrome_options)  # Optional argument, if not specified will search path.
```
#driver = webdriver.Chrome('./selenium/chromedriver.exe')
driver.get(url)
time.sleep(5)
author = driver.find_element_by_xpath("//div[@class='title']//a").text
driver.quit()
return author

# Takes project json object as input and returns the stats if present.
def get_project_stats(project_obj):
  # Difficult to retrieve the below values from current APIs therefore
  # assigning mock values.
sprites_website = 5
scripts_website = 10
blocks = 6
block_types = 7
images = 2
sounds = 2
ugstrings = 11
stats = {'sprites_website': sprites_website, 'scripts_website':
  scripts_website, 'blocks': blocks, 'block_types': block_types, 'images':
  images, 'sounds': sounds, 'ugstrings': ugstrings}
  for key in project_obj:
    if key == 'id':
      stats['id'] = project_obj[key]
    if key == 'stats':
      stats.update(project_obj[key])
  return stats

# Checks if the supplied project has a remix associated with it. If yes
# returns the remix object containing the remixes
def is_project_remix(project_obj):
  for key in project_obj:
    if key == 'remix':
      # Nested for not too heavy because only 2 remix has only two
      components
for x in project_obj[key]:
    if project_obj[key][x] != None:
        return project_obj[key]
    else:
        return False

# Gets from the CSV database against the supplies stats of the project

def generate_recommendation_from_db(stats_obj):
    # Load data from the csv
    projects_df = pd.read_csv('data/CSVs/projects.csv', sep=',',
                              index_col=0, nrows=100)
    # index = projects_df.index
    # columns = projects_df.columns
    # values = projects_df.values

    # Filter columns
    required_columns_df = projects_df[['viewers_website','lovers_website',
                                       'downloaizers_website','sprites_website','scripts_website',
                                       'blocks', 'block_types', 'images', 'sounds', 'ugstrings']]

    project_id = stats_obj.pop('id')

    new_stats_row = pd.Series(stats_obj)
    new_stats_row.name = project_id
    required_columns_df = required_columns_df.append(new_stats_row)

    # Impute the missing values using IterativeImputer from sklearn
    # imp = SimpleImputer(missing_values=np.nan, strategy='mean')
    imp = IterativeImputer(max_iter=10, initial_strategy='most_frequent', random_state=0)
    imputed_DF = pd.DataFrame(imp.fit_transform(required_columns_df))
    imputed_DF.columns = required_columns_df.columns
    imputed_DF.index = required_columns_df.index

    # Normalize the data for further calculation
    x = imputed_DF.values
    min_max_scaler = preprocessing.MinMaxScaler()
    x_scaled = min_max_scaler.fit_transform(imputed_DF)
normalised_df = pd.DataFrame(x_scaled)
normalised_df.columns = required_columns_df.columns
normalised_df.index = required_columns_df.index

# Calculate the RMSE score
normalised_df['RMSE'] = pd.Series((normalised_df.iloc[:,1:]**2).sum(1).pow(1/2))
print(normalised_df)

# Generate the similarity matrix based on the new project stats.
sim = cosine_similarity(normalised_df)
final_df = pd.DataFrame(sim)
final_df.columns = required_columns_df.index
final_df.index = required_columns_df.index
print(final_df)

# Get Top 5 from the similarity matrix
top5 = final_df.loc[project_id].nlargest(5)
recommendation_pairs = top5.to_dict()

return recommendation_pairs

# Calculates recommendation score by taking the mean of the generated recommendation matrix based on provided input stats of the project.
# Need more optimized method to calculate more accurate score. Currently needs work. (Probably apply K nearest neighbor technique to get nearest neighbor and calculate further score.)
def calculate_recommendation_score(stats_obj):
    MAX_ITER = 10
    RECOMMENDATION_NUMBER = 5
    projects_df = pd.read_csv('data/CSVs/projects.csv', sep=','
        , index_col=0, nrows=100)

    # Filter columns
    required_columns_df = projects_df[['viewers_website', 'lovers_website', 'downloaders_website', 'sprites_website', 'scripts_website', 'blocks', 'block_types', 'images', 'sounds', 'ugstrings']]
#project_id = stats_obj.pop('id')
project_id = '10000001'

new_stats_row = pd.Series(stats_obj)
new_stats_row.name = project_id
required_columns_df = required_columns_df.append(new_stats_row)

#Impute the missing values using IterativeImputer from sklearn
imp = IterativeImputer(max_iter=MAX_ITER, initial_strategy='most_frequent', random_state=0)
imputed_DF = pd.DataFrame(imp.fit_transform(required_columns_df))
imputed_DF.columns = required_columns_df.columns
imputed_DF.index = required_columns_df.index

#Normalize the data for further calculation
x = imputed_DF.values
min_max_scaler = preprocessing.MinMaxScaler()
x_scaled = min_max_scaler.fit_transform(imputed_DF)
normalised_df = pd.DataFrame(x_scaled)
normalised_df.columns = required_columns_df.columns
normalised_df.index = required_columns_df.index

#Calculate the RMSE score
normalised_df['RMSE'] = pd.Series((normalised_df.iloc[:,1:]**2).sum(1).pow(1/2))

#Generate the similarity matrix based on the the new project stats.
sim = cosine_similarity(normalised_df)
final_df = pd.DataFrame(sim)
final_df.columns = required_columns_df.index
final_df.index = required_columns_df.index

score = final_df.loc[project_id].nlargest(RECOMMENDATION_NUMBER)
final_score = 0
for x in score:
    final_score += x
return final_score / RECOMMENDATION_NUMBER

# Reformats the stats object in the format required for the recommendation method

# DICT FORMAT: {'sprites_website': int64(xxx), 'scripts_website': int64(xxx), 'blocks': int64(xxx), 'block_types': int64(xxx), 'images': int64(xxx), 'sounds': int64(xxx), 'ugstrings': int64(xxx), 'viewers_website': int64(xxx), 'lovers_website': int64(xxx), 'downloaders_website': int64(xxx)}

def reformat_stats(stats_obj):
    stats_obj['viewers_website'] = stats_obj.pop('views')
    stats_obj['lovers_website'] = stats_obj.pop('loves')
    stats_obj['downloaders_website'] = stats_obj.pop('favorites')  # Need to fix this
    stats_obj.pop('comments')
    stats_obj.pop('remixes')
    return stats_obj

# Generates recommendations for a given username, and returns a json object

def get_recommended_projects(username):
    RECOMMENDATION_REASON_1 = '<i> Recommended because you follow: <a href=/users/'
    RECOMMENDATION_REASON_2 = '<i> Recommended because you have project: <a href=/projects/'
    RECOMMENDATION_REASON_3 = '<i> Recommended because user: <a href=/projects/'
    RECOMMENDATION_REASON_4 = '<i> Recommended because its a remix of <a href=/projects/'

    all_followers = get_user_following(username,10)
    all_recommendation = []

    # Gets recommendation from the csv database against the given user data
    for projects in get_user_projects(username,5):
        project_stats = get_project_stats(projects)
project_id = project_stats["id"]

recommendations_from_db = generate_recommendation_from_db(reformat_stats(project_stats))
recommended_project_ids = recommendations_from_db.keys()

for recom in recommended_project_ids:
    recommendations={}
    recommendations["id"] = recom
    recommendations["title"] = recom #get_project_title(recom)----->replace for getting actual name of the project insted of the ID but very slow because of selenium call
    recommendations["stats"] = project_stats
    recommendations["score"] = recommendations_from_db[recom]
    recommendations["reason"] = RECOMMENDATION_REASON_2 + str(project_id) + "">" + str(project_id) + "</a>"
    recommendations["reason_id"] = username
    all_recommendation.append(recommendations)

#Get details of the users who the user is following ( projects of following, favorites of following)
for user in all_followers:

    #Projects from followers
    all_follower_projects = get_user_projects(user["username"],5)
    for project in all_follower_projects:
        recommendations={}
        recommendations["id"] = project["id"]
        recommendations["title"] = project["title"]
        recommendations["stats"] = project["stats"]
        recommendations["score"] = calculate_recommendation_score(project["stats"])
        recommendations["reason"] = RECOMMENDATION_REASON_1 + user["username"] + "">" + user["username"] + "</a>"
        recommendations["reason_id"] = user["id"]
        all_recommendation.append(recommendations)

    #Projects that the followers have liked
    all_followers_favourite = get_user_favriots(user["username"],5)
for favourite in all_followers_favourite:
    recommendations={}
    recommendations['id']= favourite['id']
    recommendations['title']= favourite['title']
    recommendations['stats']= favourite['stats']
    recommendations['score']= calculate_recommendation_score(favourite['stats'])
    recommendations['reason']= RECOMMENDATION_REASON_3 + user['username'] + '> ' + user['username'] + '</a> has liked it.'
    recommendations['reason_id']= user['id']
    all_recommendation.append(recommendations)

#Check if project has remix of the project, and add that to the recommendation list.
for project in get_user_projects(user['username'],5):
    is_remix = is_project_remix(project)
    if is_remix:
        recommendations={}
        recommendations['id']= is_remix['parent']
        recommendations['title']= project['title']
        recommendations['stats']= project['stats']
        recommendations['score']= calculate_recommendation_score(project['stats'])
        recommendations['reason']= RECOMMENDATION_REASON_4 + str(is_remix['root']) + '> ' + str(is_remix['root']) + '</a>
        recommendations['reason_id']= user['id']
        all_recommendation.append(recommendations)

#Get details of the favorite project of the user ( No working API, therefor using selenium for parsing).
#Too slow needs, an alternative
all_favriots = get_user_favriots(username,5)
for favriots in all_favriots:
    project_id = favriots['id']
    #get_author_from_project(project_id)

# print(all_recommendation)
return json.dumps(all_recommendation)
# Extends python's simple http server to handle GET requests locally

```python
class SimpleHTTPRequestHandler(BaseHTTPRequestHandler):
    
def end_headers(self):
        # Required for running locally on chrome (allows CORS for all request to the server)
        self.send_header('Access-Control-Allow-Origin', '*')
        BaseHTTPRequestHandler.end_headers(self)

    def do_GET(self):
        self.send_response(200)
        self.end_headers()
        query_components = parse_qs(urlparse(self.path).query)
        username = query_components['username'][0]
        response = BytesIO()
        response.write(b'The username received in URL is ')
        response.write(bytes(username, 'utf-8'))
        self.wfile.write(bytes(get_recommended_projects(username), 'utf-8'))

    def do_POST(self):
        content_length = int(self.headers['Content-Length'])
        body = self.rfile.read(content_length)
        self.send_response(200)
        self.end_headers()
        response = BytesIO()
        response.write(b'This is POST request. ')
        response.write(body)
        self.wfile.write(response.getvalue())
```

if __name__ == '__main__':
    try:
        # NOTE: If you update port here, remember to update in the JS
```
extension as well.

PORT = 8000
HOST = 'localhost'
httpd = HTTPServer((HOST, PORT), SimpleHTTPRequestHandler)
print('Started httpserver on port ' + str(PORT))
httpd.serve_forever()

except KeyboardInterrupt:
    print('^C received, shutting down the web server')
    httpd.socket.close()